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Modern and functional viewing 
setup 
Improve your viewing experience with this tabletop TV 
mount suitable for �at and curved TVs between 37 to 70 
inches that can swivel 35 degrees to increase the viewing 
angle. Place it on a table or a desk for the best viewing 
position and add a modern look to the room. This TV 
mount is an elegant alternative for people who want to 
avoid wall damage and wish to have minimalistic 
decoration in their home. Practical and easy to carry 
when you need to position it in another room or transfer 
it to another place if you are moving. Its solid steel pillar 
provides stable support for your TV and the black 
tempered glass base prevents tipping while o�ering a 
sleek �nish that goes with any furniture. Adjust the 
viewing height placing the TV at a lower level for a 
healthier position or raise it to make room for a soundbar. 
Leverage the cable management system on the back to 
keep a clean appearance. Transform your entertainment 
center!

Highlights
• Tabletop TV mount suitable for �at and curved 

displays of 37 to 70in
• Black tempered glass base that gives a modern 

look, plus the convenience of placing it on a 
tabletop

• Complies with VESA standards
• Sturdy structure that can support up to 88lb of 

loading capacity
• Easy installation, all hardware included
• Swivels +35° to -35° for smooth movement and 

optimal viewing
• Adjustable height for placement in a healthier 

position
• Cable management system hides any cables 

that are attached to displays

Technical speci�cations
MPN

Features
Mount type
TV type and size
Maximum load
Environment
Swivel angle
VESA standards (mm)

Cable management system
Physical appearance
Stand material
Base material
Color
Dimensions of the stand (LxW)
Dimensions of the base (LxW)
Weight
Additional Information
Warranty

 KTM-500
 
 
Tabletop TV mount
37 - 70in �at and curved screens
88lb
Indoor
-35°~+35°
300×200, 200×200, 300×300, 400×200, 
400×300, 400×400, 600×400
Yes

Steel
Tempered glass - glossy black
Black
23.6x17in
11x16.5in
14.7lb
 
Lifetime

Tabletop TV mount
for flat and curved TVs  

*

*

Cable
management

Swivel angle
-35º +35º 

Max load
40kg /88lb

Adjustable
height

Fits flat and curved TVs
from 37-70 inches 

For tabletop
or desk 

88lb


